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NOMENCLATURE 
A constant in Equation 24, dimensionless 
a = 
-1 
specific surface, cm. 
B coefficient in Equation 24, dimensionless 
B* = coefficient in Equation 27, i /0^3/2 -cm.ml./ K mm. 
C = coefficient in Equation 24, dimensionless 
C1 = coefficient in Equation 27, 0-.3/2 . , -K mm. / cm.ml. 
cg,0 
= solute concentration in the gas phase just before 
entering the colum, moles solute/mole of gas phase 
=g,r = solute concentration in the gas phase in the rth 
plate, moles solute/mole : of gas phase 
Ci,r 
= solute concentration in the liquid phase in the rth 
plate, moles solute/mole ! of liquid phase 
r 
max 
= solute concentration in the gas phase leaving the 
column corresponding to the appearance of the maximum 
peak height, moles solute/mole of gas phase 
c = a constant 
V 
= diffusivity of solute A in 2 carrier gas B, cm./sec. 
= diffusivity of solute A in 2 partitioning agent, cm./sec. 
dg 
= gas film thickness, cm. 
dh 
= effective pore diameter, cm o 
effective thickness of liquid layer coating each 
particle, cm. 
effective average particle diameter, cm. 
•• 2 
coefficient in Equation 24, cm. 
o /o 
coefficient in Equation 27, °K min./cm.ml. 
base of natural logarithms, 2.718... 
volumetric carrier gas flow rate, ml./min. 
coefficient in Equation 24, dimensionless 
o/o 
coefficient in Equation 27, °K min./cm.ml. 
height equivalent to a theoretical plate, cm. 
function of 
partition coefficient, moles solute/mole of liquid 
phase per moles solute/mole of gas phase 
partition ratio, dimensionless 
column length, cm. 
molecular weight of partitioning agent, gm./gm. mole 
total number of theoretical plates in a column, 
dimensionless 
I 
number of effective plate volumes in V°, dimensionles 
fraction of the total amount of solute in the liquid 
phase, dimensionless 
relative peak sharpness, dimensionless 
V 
q = fraction of the total amount of solute in the gas 
phase, dimensionless 
R = multiple regression correlation coefficient, 
dimensionless 
R^ = heating rate, °C/min. 
R^j = resolution between adjacent peaks, dimensionless 
r = any plate, dimensionless 
Sjj = relative separation between adjacent peaks, 
dimensionless 
s = number of times a solute crosses the gas-liquid 
interface, dimensionless 
I 0 
T = absolute temperature, K 
t = temperature, °C 
ty = starting temperature in LTP runs, °C 
u = linear carrier gas velocity, cm./sec. 
3 
V = total volume of a phase in a column, cm. 
3 V1 = molar volume, cm./gm.mole 
V° = gas volume entering the column in the time required 
3 for a solute to be eluted, cm. 
V° = retention volume of a solute, cm? 
R 
3 
V = volume of unpacked columnj cm. 
3 
Vg = volume of solids in a packed column, cm. 
vi 
3 
v = volume of a phase in the rth plate, cm. 
v' = mean interstitial vapor velocity, cm./sec. 
w = peak width measured between inflection tangent inter­
cepts with the chart base line, min. 
X = fractional column cross-sectional area, dimensionless 
x = distance travelled by a solute molecule in the liquid 
phase, cm. 
a = overall mass transfer resistance per unit volume of 
packing, sec.^ 
P = regression coefficient for the kth term in a regres­
sion model. The product of Pj_X^ is always cm. 
y = constant in the van Deemter equation accounting for 
2 the tortuosity of gas flow paths, sec./cm. 
6 = function defined by Equation 35 
0 = retention time, min. 
X = constant in the van Deemter equation characteristic 
of the packing, dimensionless 
l_i = viscosity, gm. / cm. sec. 
TT = 3.1416, dimensionless 
p = correlation coefficient, dimensionless 
CT = standard deviation, min. 
02. = duration of initial constant temperature portion of 
vil 
' an RFTP run, min. 
m = constant in the eddy diffusion expression of Giddings 
and Robison, dimensionless 
• Subscripts 
A solute 
B = carrier gas 
g = bulk gas phase 
h - gas in pores 
i, j = any sample components 
k = any term in a regression equation 
i = substrate 
P 
= solid support particles 
I = gas phase in van Deemter1 s development 
II = liquid phase in van Deemter1 s development 
1 = different constants or functions 
2 = different constants or functions 
3 = different constants or functions 
4 — different constants or functions 
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INTRODUCTION 
Gas chromatography is a method by which the components 
of mixtures of volatile compounds can be separated. Although 
it is now used routinely for a diversity of applications from 
analyzing air pollutants in the parts per billion range to 
quality control of common industrial organic chemicals in 
the parts per thousand range to the preparation of 100 gram 
lots of some fine chemicals and drugs, the effects of dif­
ferent operating conditions are not yet understood. 
The problem of determining the physical mechanism is 
quite fascinating and even more complex. The chromatographic 
process involves the flow of a multicomponent vapor phase 
through a packed bed of internally porous particles which 
are non-uniformly coated with a liquid phase. The vapor 
phase is subjected to the combined effects of simultaneous 
transport in at least two directions (axial and longitudinal) 
and the transfer of mass from one phase to the other. 
Neither of these effects is well understood even under 
greatly simplified conditions. 
It was the purpose of this study to develop a mathe­
matical relationship that could be used to predict the effect 
of temperature and flow rate changes on the efficiency of 
2 
operation of a gas-liquid chromatographic column used to 
separate a known mixture of eight mono-nitroparaffins and to 
compare the effectiveness of the mathematical model developed 
here with similar models proposed by other researchers. i 
The experimental work was performed in three different 
series. In the first series, the temperature of the chroma-
I 
tographic column was held constant throughout the run (the 
CT series). In the second series, the column air bath 
temperature was programmed to increase linearly with time at 
several different rates from a constant initial starting 
point. This was the LTP series. In the last series, the 
column air bath temperature was programmed to remain at some 
fixed constant temperature level for different predetermined 
times and then to increase linearly with time at different 
heating rates. This method of operation is called ramp-
function temperature programming (RFTP). 
The basic apparatus needed for a gas-liquid chromatog­
raphy system are shown as Figure 1, An inert carrier gas 
flows from the source on the left through a two stage pres­
sure regulator to the column inlet. The sample to be 
analyzed is injected into the sample injection port as shown 
where the sample is vaporized and swept into the column by 
I 
the carrier gas„ The effluent from the column passes 
3 
Sample 
Detector 
Carrier 
Gas 
Source 
Press. 
Reg. 
Sample 
Inject. Column 
Flow­
meter 
Recorder 
Vent 
Figure 1. Block schematic diagram of apparatus 1 for gas-
liquid chromatography 
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directly to the detector where the different sample compo­
nents are measured as they emerge from the column. The 
detector output is transmitted to a recorder to produce a 
permanent record of the separation accomplished. The 
effluent flow rate is measured by a flowmeter and is then 
vented to a hood. 
Gas-liquid chromatographic analysis depends on the 
separation obtained when a complex organic mixture is passed 
in the vapor phase through a packed absorption column. The 
packing consists of a high boiling organic liquid partition­
ing agent (or substrate) which is supported in a thin layer 
on a finely divided inert solid such as crushed and sized 
firebrick. The purpose of the solid is to support the sub­
strate and to provide a large area for mass transfer. The 
various components of the sample are separated because of 
differences in their respective absorption isotherms. The 
sample passes through the column in an ever widening band 
which is carried along by a continuous stream of eluting gas. 
The component which is least absorbed becomes more concen­
trated near the leading edge of the band while the compo­
nent which is most absorbed becomes more concentrated near 
the trailing edge. 
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The degree of separation possible between any two 
compounds is determined by their partition coefficient, which 
is, in effect, an equilibrium constant. The partition coef­
ficient K is the ratio of the solute concentration in the 
liquid phase to the solute concentration -in the vapor phase 
at equilibrium. The partition coefficient is dependent upon 
such column operating parameters as temperature, vapor 
pressure, void fraction, liquid film thickness, etc. 
After the sample is resolved into its individual compo­
nents by the chromatographic column, the concentration of 
each component in the carrier gas can be measured by a 
thermal conductivity cell. The filaments of the cell are 
arranged in the form of a Wheatstone bridge: one pair of 
filaments form the measuring arm; the other pair form the 
reference arm. After the cell has been balanced, the 
presence of any compound in the measuring arm other than the 
carrier gas produces an electrical unbalance which is pro­
portional to the concentration and which can be recorded in 
millivolts by a recording potentiometer. The curve obtained 
by plotting concentration or potential difference against 
time is referred to as an elution curve. The area under the 
curve is proportional to the concentration of the component 
6 
in the sample. 
The various components of a mixture can be identified 
because each is retained for a different length of time in 
the column. In other words, each substance has an unique 
retention time for a specific set of operating conditions. 
I 
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PREVIOUS WORK 
There have, been almost 100 papers published in the last 
two years which are related to the study reported here. 
Only those articles have been cited which have a direct 
bearing on this work. The reader desiring a comprehensive 
review of the work done and in progress in the general area 
of mathematical treatment of different aspects of gas chro­
matographic theory should consult the texts by Dal Nogare and 
Juvet (8), Keulemans (19), and Littlewood (22) and the review 
articles on chromatographic theory and practice appearing in 
Analytical Chemistry each April. 
The importance of solute diffusion effects in both the 
vapor and liquid phases on the spreading of a solute band is 
generally accepted. The diffusion of a solute in a gas is 
usually several orders of magnitude greater than the dif­
fusion rate of that solute in a liquid. This is particularly 
true at high flow rates, i.e. at carrier gas flow rates 
greater than about 20 cc./min. measured at standard condi­
tions. At very low flow rates, gas diffusion appears to be 
the limiting factor on efficiency of separation while at 
high flow rates, the limiting factor appears to be the rate 
of diffusion of the solute in the liquid phase. 
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A number of workers have derived equations relating 
column performance as measured by the HETP, or height 
equivalent to a theoretical plate, to different physical 
regions of a packed gas-liquid chromatographic column. The 
work of van Deemter _et al. (9), Klinkenberg and Sjenitzer 
(21), Jones (17), Bethea and Adams (3) and others will be 
discussed after the statistical basis upon which HETP is 
based. 
The nomenclature symbols used below and in subsequent 
I 
equations have been changed in some cases from those orig­
inally used so that the various contributions of different 
authors may be more readily compared. The symbolism used 
here conforms to that presented in the initial section of 
this thesis. 
Statistical Basis of HETP 
Ideally, a small sample which is injected into a column 
and vaporized immediately should traverse the column with 
very sharp, well defined edges. Actually, this is not the 
case. Except for some relatively non-absorbed gases such as 
hydrogen, helium, etc., all compounds diffuse ahead of the 
main sample band. This is called leading. Similarly, because 
of equilibrium effects and absorption effects as yet not 
9 
fully explained, all compounds exhibit some tailing. Tail­
ing occurs when some portion of the solute is retained on the 
column material after the main solute band has passed by and 
is then slowly desorbed. If the amount of leading and tail­
ing exhibited by a peak are equal, then the peak is said to 
be Gaussian in nature. 
Glueckauf (15) pointed out that the behavior of solutes 
I 
in a gas chromatographic column can be represented most 
accurately by a Poisson distribution. He also pointed out 
that if n, the number of "effective plate" gas volumes and r, 
the number of plates are sufficiently large, the Poisson dis­
tribution approaches a Gaussian distribution. 
If the column can be considered as made up of r theo­
retical equilibrium stages or plates, and the solute is 
present in the rth plate, it will be distributed between 
the liquid and gas phases as K, the partition coefficient. 
The concentration of the solute in the liquid phase in the 
rth plate, r, will be related to the concentration in the 
gas phase in that some plate, C , as 
g jr 
%r » KCg,r 
Let the volumes of the vapor and liquid phases on the rth 
plate be Vg and v , respectively. An incremental gas volume, 
10 
dv, moving from the (r-1) plate to plate r carries with it an 
amount of solute C , dv. As the gas volume moves on to 
g$r-l 
the r+1 plate, it will carry out an amount of solute r dv. 
As a result of this vapor phase motion, the concentration of 
the vapor in the liquid and vapor phases of plate r are also 
changed. As the amount of solute transfer in the gas phase 
is the sole cause of the change in the amount of solute in 
plate r, the entire process can be expressed as the material 
balance given below as Equation 2. 
<cg,r-l " Cg_r)dv = VjdC^r + vg dcg>r (2) 
Using Equation 1 to simplify Equation 2 and rearranging, the 
rate of change of Cg in the rth plate with respect to the gas 
volumetric flow rate is found as 
dCg>r = cg,r-l " cg,r 
dv vg + Kv^ 
Keulemans (.19) has given a solution to Equation 3 as 
cg,r = cg,0 "r e"n/r! 
where n = V°/(v + Kv.) 
S X 
C n is the solute gas phase concentration just before 
a»u 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
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entering the column. V° is the quantity of gas which has 
entered the column by the time the leading edge of the gas 
phase reaches plate r. n is the number of "effective" or 
theoretical plate volumes in V°; The effective plate volume 
is defined as the retention volume for a single theoretical 
plate. 
The partition ratio for any solute is k which is related 
to p, the volume of solute in the liquid phase/total solute 
volume and q the volume of solute in the gas phase/total 
solute volume at any time for any segment of the column as 
k = p/q (6) 
The partition coefficient K is related to k by 
K = kVg/V. (7) 
where V and V. are the total volumes of gas and liquid in 
ë K 
the column at any time, respectively. 
The retention volume of any solute is V° and corresponds 
R 
to the volume of gas that has passed through the column be­
tween the time the sample was injected and the time of first 
appearance of the maximum peak height on the recorder. V° 
R 
is related to K by 
12 
V° = V + KV (8a) 
R g J 
or 
V° = N(vg + KVj ) (8b) 
where N is the total number of theoretical plates in the 
column. Using Equations 5, 8a, and 8b, n can be expressed as 
n = (V°/V°)N (9) 
The maximum solute concentration can be found from 
Equation 4 when n = r and V° = V° as 
R 
. 
Cmax - Cg,0rVr'r! <10> 
By setting r = N and making use of Sterlings approximation 
for exponentials, 
1 
Cmax = Cg;0/(2nN)2 (11) 
Inflection points for peaks as described by Equation 4 
are found at n = r + Jx corresponding to volumes V° = 
VR El ± V(l/N)]• 
In a normal-, distribution tangents to the inflection 
points intercept the abscissa a distance 4a apart where a 
is the standard deviation of the distribution. As one 
standard deviation is e^A/N. This leads at once to the basic 
13 
relationship used in calculating the HETP from the number of 
theoretical plates, and L, the column length: 
H = L/N = L_ I wi \ (12) 
16 ^ej 
The van Deemter Equation 
The first really significant attempt to explain the 
mechanism of band broadening in gas chromatography was made 
by van Deemter et al. (9) and Klinkenberg and Sjenitzer (21). 
These authors presented a rate theory in which HETP in packed 
gas chromatographic columns was related to the effects of 
three distinct phenomena on solute band spreading. The 
phenomena were the variation in the path length followed by 
any solute molecule due to the presence of multiply con­
nected paths, channeling, etc.; molecular diffusion of the 
solute in the gas phase; and the resistance to mass transfer 
in the liquid phase. These authors considered each of these 
three phenomena as independent causes of band spreading. 
Thus, the variance of the solute distribution at any point 
within the column would be the sum of the variances asso­
ciated with each phenomena. 
Further examination of Equation 12 reveals that as 
14 
2 2 Wj_ = 4(j, H = ct /L where ct is the sum of all the variances 
of the different contributions to H. 
In van Deemter1 s development, all mass transfer resist­
ances are included in a, where a is the over-all mass transfer 
coefficient per unit volume of packing. In the development 
of their Equation 38 
H = 2D + 2u Xg/a 
U (1 + KXg/X^)2 
to their Equation 53, 
H = 2yDg + 2\d + 8< 2^KXgu 
U 2d + KXg/Xj^DjXj 
it was assumed that mass transfer resistance in the gas phase 
may be neglected. The data for their system behave in ac­
cordance with this assumption. Resistance to mass transfer 
in the gas phase may not always be negligible, and the 
resistance to molecular diffusion in the pores of the packing 
particles may be significant, especially with low weight 
ratios of substrate to support as demonstrated by Golay (16). 
The first or A term (also known as the eddy diffusion 
term) in the van Deemter equation was developed by Klinken-
berg and Sjenitzer who showed that the variance in distance 
15 
traveled by each solute molecule is proportional to a frac­
tion of the thickness of a layer of particles of average 
diameter d^ through which the gas phase flows, It was their 
contention that this term is independent of the gas phase 
flow rate. Results published since this development have 
indicated that the A term is small (20), flow-dependent 
(15,20), and even negative (5). These results do not agree 
even for cases where the same type of solid support was used. 
Kieselbach (20) found that magnitude of the A term is an 
inverse function of the volume of the test sample and pro­
posed that channeling might be the principal cause of the A 
term. His results indicated that this was the case for his 
particular system. In this respect, his results may be 
regarded as support for the original derivation of the van 
Deemter equation. It is felt that the principal result of 
channeling would be the production as asymmetric peaks be­
cause of the volumes offered for remixing of the solute 
components. A further cause of asymmetric peaks would be 
poor instrument design. In either case, asymmetric peaks 
are definitely non-gaussian in shape and so the assumptions 
of the van Deemter equation would be invalid. 
Giddings and Robison (14) have recently reported on the 
failure of the eddy diffusion concept as expressed by term A 
16 
of the van Deemter equation. They pointed out that velocity 
gradients may exist in packed columns in two regions : within 
a single'channel between the particles and across the entire 
cross-section. These gradients are supposedly caused by one 
or both of two mechanisms : diffusion of the solutes from one 
flow path to another or by a solute molecule following a 
single randomly directed laminar streamline through the 
column. Here it must be noted that the classical eddy dif­
fusion concept used by van Deemter et al. (9) and Klinkenberg 
and Sjenitzer (21) is based solely on the latter cause of 
velocity gradients while Golay's (16) theory of capillary 
column performance is based solely on the former source of 
velocity gradients. The data of biddings and Robison support 
their contentions. To the author's present knowledge, no 
further work in this direction has been reported by any 
worker in the field of chromatographic theory. 
The validity of the molecular diffusion, or B, term in 
the van Deemter equation has not been seriously attacked, 
van Deemter e^t al. (9) realized that although all solute 
molecules will spend the same average time 9^ in the gas 
phase, this time will vary with the gas velocity. The 
variance in the elution curve so caused is then the product 
17 
of the time a solute in the gas phase in the column and the 
molecular diffusivity of the solute in the gas phase. 
Several groups of workers, notably Perrett and Purnell 
(24), Bohemen and Purnell (6, 7) and Jones (17) have all 
presented data to the effect that in many cases, for a wide 
range of solutes and substrates, the relatively slow molec­
ular diffusion of solutes in the carrier gas is a significant 
cause of peak spreading. This might be expected as several 
of these workers have found that the Reynolds number based on 
superficial vapor velocity in the empty column and the average 
diameter of the packing particles is less than 1. 
The validity of the C term in the van Deemter equation 
(the resistance to mass transfer in the liquid phase) has 
never been questioned though it has been frequently mis­
interpreted. This term actually represents the combined 
resistances of the transfer of a solute molecule across gas-
liquid interface and the slow molecular diffusion of the 
solute in the liquid phase. No known attempts have been 
made to separate this term into its proper steps. 
van Deemter .et al. (9) considered the total variance in 
the distance traveled by a solute molecule between phase 
2 2 transfers as o = sj where s is the number of times the 
18 
solute crosses the gas-liquid interface and £ is the axial 
distance traveled in the phase between such crossings„ The 
number of crossings is found by dividing the total time spent 
by the solute in the gas phase by the time needed to diffuse 
to and from the gas-liquid interface. The time spent by a 
sample molecule in the liquid phase 0^ = kL/u. The time 
required for a solute molecule to diffuse from any point in 
the liquid layer surrounding each packing particle to the 
interface is proportional to d^/D^ where d^ is the liquid 
film thickness and Dg is the diffusivity of the solute in 
the liquid. 1 
The number of interface crossings is thus 
s = (D^/d^)kL/u (13) 
The distance between crossings is the product of the time per 
crossing and the velocity of the phase with respect to the 
solute. The distance a solute molecule travels in the 
liquid phase is then given by 
X = d^u/D^(l + k) (14) 
and the variance in the elution curve (chromatogram) is 
, 2  given by kLd^u/D^ (1 + k) 
19 
Jones' Modification of the van Deemter Equation 
Jones (17) modified the original van Deemter equation to 
include terms for the resistance to mass transfer in the 
vapor phase, the effects of velocity gradients in the column 
(the validity of which has been shown by Giddings and Robi-
son)j and a term representing the interaction between these 
first two terms. Those desiring to follow the details of 
Jones' statistical approach should consult the original 
article. Briefly, Jones determined that the variance in 
path length caused by the necessity of a solute molecule to 
diffuse through a phase and across an interface is inde­
pendent of all other sources of band broadening and could be 
therefore directly added to the other variances already dis­
cussed. He considered this variance to be equal to the 
number of such interface crossings times the gas phase dif-
fusivity times the time required for a solute molecule to 
traverse the supposedly stagnant gas layer surrounding all 
surfaces of the packing particles. This added resistance 
to transport of the solute through the column is thus ex­
pressed as one of a sum of the variances which go to form the 
entire cause of band spreading and is represented as the 
fourth term of Jones' Equation 25 which is given below as 
20 
H = 2Xdp + £ï£s + -Si àÎL * C2k2 
u (1 + k)2 Dg (1 + k)2 Dg 
9 k d d u 
+ c3dpu + 2p —- -E-S 
Jones also included as the fifth term of the equation 
given above a term representing the peak spreading due to the 
velocity gradients. He said that the velocity gradients 
should affect peak spreading in a manner proportional to the 
variance of the gas velocity. Giddings (12, 13) and Robison 
(14) have subsequently arrived at a new expression for the A 
term as given below which was discussed in the preceding 
i section. 
A = _L + _5S_ 
2Xdp uudpV1 
where v1 is the mean gas velocity in the interstices between 
the particles and uu is a constant characteristic of the 
packing. 
Jones included the sixth term in his equation to account 
for the effects on solute band broadening caused by the fact 
that some solute molecules will stay close to the wall and 
21 
wiljl be greatly retarded because of the low velocity there 
while some other solute molecules will be in faster moving 
velocity zones. There does not seem to be any simple way to 
estimate values of p, the correlation coefficient between the 
gas phase mass transfer and the velocity gradient effects. 
Modifications of Bethea and Adams to the van Deemter Equation 
a is the overall mass transfer coefficient per unit 
volume of packing, and refer to the resistance to 
mass transfer in the vapor and liquid phases respectively. 
van Deemter1 s Equation 41 merely resolves 1/a into what he 
considered its component parts as shown below, van Deemter1 s 
Equation 41 may be modified by substituting 1_ + 1_ for 1 . 
ag ah aI 
This separates the effects of resistance to diffusion in the 
bulk gas stream from the effects in the gas-filled, liquid-
coated pores. This separation is necessary, as the gas in 
the pores is stagnant or at best in laminar flow. Thus dif­
fusion in the pores would be entirely molecular in nature, 
because the relative magnitude of the mean free path of the 
solute molecules is very small compared with an average pore 
diameter of 0.4 to 2 microns. This range for pore diameter 
has been reported (2) for Johns-Manville red Chromosorb, 
22 
which is similar to the crushed firebrick used as the solid 
support in this work. In the bulk gas phase, D in van 
Deemter1 s Equation 38 is the longitudinal dispersion coef­
ficient and is a combination of molecular and eddy dif-
fusivities, as shown in their Equation 53. No modification 
of ajj is necessary, since this term, representing the re­
sistance to mass transfer in the liquid phase, will be the 
same mathematically regardless of the physical location of 
the liquid. The usual assumption may be made that the coat­
ing within the pores of the particles is of the same thick­
ness as the substrate coating on the external particle 
surfaces. With this modification, van Deemter1 s Equation 41 
This is similar to the correlation for laminar flow (10). 
becomes 
i = !_ + i_ + k_ 
a ag ah cc^, 
where ag = apkg = 25Dgap = 150DgXp 
For uniform spheres, the surface may be expressed as 
(17) 
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For a unit volume of packing, 
Xh + Xp + Xg + = 1 <18)  
Assuming that the macropores may be represented as cylindrical 
capillaries, 1 
ah - ahkg - —b xhDg <19> 
where the term in brackets is the specific surface of a 
cylinder with one end (that farthest from the external 
particle surface) closed. The substrate coats the inside 
surface and the bottom of the cylinders. The expression for 
kg remains unchanged, as we are still dealing with mass 
transfer in a laminar fluid. The resistance to mass transfer 
in the liquid phase, has been expressed by van Deemter 
in Equation 41 as 
r r \ x .  
aii = ar^ / 
Equation 41 may be rewritten as 
i, fog + 6xe + <20> 
a l^ODgXp 25Dg[(4^+ dh)Xh//dh] 2 n^X 
24 
D, the longitudinal dispersion coefficient, may be expressed 
as 
D = yD + Xud (21) 
g P 
the sum of the molecular and eddy diffusivities. Since 
k = K —& (22) 
xv 
van Deemter1s Equation 38 may be rewritten as 
H = 2xdp + 2VDg + 2uXgdp + 
u (1 + k)2150DgXp 
(6x2/25) (2u%% + 2uXg4djkX, (23) 
2 2 2 2 2 
Dg(l + k) [4Jl + dh] Xh (1 + k) n D^Xh 
or more simply as 
H = Adp + 5, + Cudo + Eudh + 
Gudi (24) 
U (1 + k)2Dg Dg(l + k)2 (1 + k)2D^ 
The absolute column temperature at any time during a 
linear temperature programmed run may be expressed as 
T = tQ + Rh ©i + 273 (25) 
For the case of isothermal work, this reduces to T = tg + 273. 
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The molecular diffusivity of a solute in a carrier gas, Dg, 
can be expressed (25) as 
D% = j(T3/2) (26)  
We may now rewrite Equation 10 as 
2 
_ A + Bi T3/2 + L_ 
16 F 
2 2 E'dh F G'd^k F 
(1 + k)2 T3/2 (1 + k)2 Dg 
( 2 7 )  
where the primed coefficients indicate that the flow rate 
conversion from linear to volumetric units has been made for 
the unprimed coefficients in Equation 24. 
The first two terms of the right side of Equation 27 
represent the contributions of eddy diffusion and molecular 
diffusion in the bulk gas phase. The next three terms 
represent, in order, the resistance to mass transfer due to 
diffusion in the interstitial space between particles, within 
the pores of the particles themselves, and in the liquid 
layer. Terms 3 and 4 actually describe the same mechanism, 
but each represents a different physical region where the 
resistance to mass transfer is applicable. 
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Significance of HETP 
The performance of gas chromatographic columns, like 
that of fractional distillation columns, is often expressed 
in terms of the number of theoretical plates in the column or 
in the HETP corresponding to the given separation in a 
particular column. The definition of the theoretical plate 
is the same in both cases, but the number of theoretical 
plates required to perform a given separation is much greater 
in gas chromatography than in fractional distillation. The 
number of plates required in a chromatographic separation is 
about equal to the square of the number of plates required 
for that separation by fractional distillation. The reason 
for this large difference is simple. In chromatography, 
only that part of the column occupied by the solutes is 
effective in performing the separation. At any one time, 
only a small portion of the chromatographic column is in use. 
In distillation, all of the column is working all the time 
to separate the components of the mixture. 
One frequent misconception should be immediately cleared 
up: HETP as applied to gas chromatography does not measure 
the height equivalent to a theoretical plate but represents 
more nearly (9) the height of an equilibrium transfer unit, 
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or HTU, as frequently encountered in the literature dealing 
with absorption in packed beds. The HETP expression for 
column efficiency is a carry-over from distillation tech­
nology and has become so firmly entrenched in chromatographic 
literature that it seems impossible to change. 
Another point to consider is the use of HETP as a 
criterion for measuring column performance in quantitative 
analysis. Consider the chromatogram presented as Figure 2 
corresponding to the best isothermal separation obtained for 
the 8-component test mixture. HETP values for NM, 2-NP, 
and 1-NB are 0.157, 0.215, and 0.115 cm., respectively. If 
the HETP data were considered alone, one would be tempted to 
say that the column separated 1-NB more efficiently than 
either of the other two components. Examination of the 
chromatogram readily shows that this is not strictly true. 
The 1-NB peak leads badly, the NM peak tails slightly, and 
the 2-NP peak shows neither leading nor tailing. As HETP 
is calculated from retention time data and the corresponding 
recorder base-line intercept between tangents drawn to the 
inflection points on the sides of a peak, leading and tailing 
can greatly influence any calculated HETP by their effect on 
w^. Thus a peak totally unsuitable for quantitative analysis 
such as 1-NB in Figure 2 can actually appear to have been 
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Figure 2. Optimum isothermal separation of the C-^ to 
nitroparaf fins at 50°C and 90 ml. '4 
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more efficiently separated by the column than 2-NP. This 
usually occurs only when the substrate and the solute have 
widely differing polarities. 
HETP does not give any direct information as,to whether 
or not two peaks overlap. If they do, they are worthless 
for quantitative analysis. It can be used with retention 
time data to estimate such overlaps. HETP values for 2-M-l-
NP and 2-NB are 0.086 and 0.115 cm., respectively. Here 
1-NB and 2-NB have the same HETP yet 2-NB is almost half 
occluded by the 2-M-l-NP peak. 
Although the HETP concept is not directly useful for 
quantitative analysis, it is a valid criterion (mis-named 
or not) for measuring column efficiency. Consider the 
research worker or practical gas chromatographic analyst who 
is trying to reproduce a chromatographic analysis system 
reported in the literature as being satisfactory for a given 
separation. Assume that (as is generally the case) a sample 
chromatogram has not been shown in the article but that the 
retention time and HETP have been given for each peak. The 
analyst reading such a report can tell immediately from the 
column length, retention times, and HETP values approximately 
how wide the peaks are. This gives him an idea as to how 
I  
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good the reported analysis technique really is. The proper 
use of such data can save many fruitless hours that might be 
wasted in an attempt to reproduce the reported analytical 
analysis system only to find that while the peaks are nicely 
separated in time, they are so broad as to make quantitative 
analysis impossible. 
The author has found that the situation described above 
is quite common. In a recent attempt to obtain a satis­
factory quantitative separation of the oxides of nitrogen, 
over 30 chromatographic systems reported in the literature 
as effective for this separation problem were investigated. 
The results were uniformly poor: no acceptable quantitative 
analyses were obtained even though some qualitative results 
were marginally acceptable. Only one of the more than 30 
papers consulted in the course of that study showed a sample 
chromatogram. None gave HETP values. The only way to check 
the published results was to prepare the columns and attempt 
to get the reported separation, a time-consuming procedure. 
Had HETP values been given, it would have been possible to 
estimate the peak widths and thus the amount of peak overlap 
first. Depending on the results of such calculations, only 
those systems offering some promise of good, i.e. qualita­
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tive, separations would have been tested. 
Many journals in the field of gas chromatography are 
now returning to their original copy requirements for 
analytical methods : show a sample chromatogram or give both 
0^ and the corresponding HETP values. It is hoped that this 
practice will continue. 
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EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
As stated earlier, the experimental work was carried out 
in three phases: constant temperature (CT), linear tempera­
ture programmed (LTP), and ramp-function programmed (RFTP) 
methods of operation. The test sample used in all this work 
was composed of the eight nitroparaffins listed in Table 1. 
t 
Apparatus 
The unit used in this work was the F & M Scientific 
Corp. Model 500a programmed temperature gas chromatograph. 
The only modification made on this unit was the replacement 
of the soap film flowmeter by a Fischer and Porter rotameter, 
Flowrator tube No. 08-150/13 with stainless steel float, 
calibrated at operating conditions„ No base line drift or 
changes in flow rate were observed during the linear pro­
grammed temperature runs. The sample injection port was 
maintained at 200°C for each run. Samples were injected 
through a self-sealing silicone rubber septum with a 10-|il. 
Hamilton microsyringe. The carrier gas used was hydrogen 
(extra dry grade, The Matheson Co.) which was dried before 
use by passing through a 12-inch length of 3/8-inch pipe . 
filled with No. 5a Linde Molecular Sieves installed in the 
Table 1. Nitroparaffin specifications 
Nitroparaffin No. Symbol Wt. % Major Wt. % Minor Wt. % in Test 
Constituent Constituents Sample 
Nitromethane 1 NM 99.85 NE, 0.06; 2-NP, 19.60 
0.09 
Nitroethane 2 NE 99.7 2-NP, 0.3 19.31 
2-Nitropropane 3 2-NP 99.9+ .... 21.82 
2-Methyl-2-nitropropane 4 2-M-2-NP 99.9 • • • • 3.43 
1-Nitropropane 5 1-NP 99.9 2-NB) 8.86 
1-NB) 0.1 
2-Nitrobutane 6 2-NB 99.9 .... 11.52 
2-Methyl-1-nitropropane 7 2-M-1-NP 99.82 .... 6.65 
1-Nitrobutane 8 1-NB 99.96 .... 8.81 
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inlet line to the thermal conductivity cell. The flow rate 
through the reference side of the detector was maintained 
constant at 25 ml. of hydrogen per minute at 28°C. 
The output signal from the detector was supplied to a 
0- to 5-mVo Bristol Dynamaster potentiometer, Model 1PH-570. 
It was necessary to operate the unit at an attenuation of 
X2, which has the sole effect of halving the peak heights, 
to keep the peaks on the 10-inch recorder strip chart. The 
chart speed used was 30 inches per hour. 
The column used throughout this study was a 6-foot 
length of 1/4-inch outside diameter copper refrigeration 
tubing coiled on a 3-inch mandrel after being filled with a 
2 to 1 mixture by weight of Armeen SD (10 grams per 100 
grams of inert support) and Apiezon N grease in the same 
proportion. The inert support used was the -48 + 65 Tyler 
standard screen fraction of crushed and sized Johns-Manville 
Type C-22 firebrick. The packings were prepared separately 
(9) and were mixed after preparation by dry screening several 
times on a 65-mesh Tyler screen. The screening has the 
additional advantage of removing any fines produced during 
the substrate impregnation step. The packings were heated 
in an oven with circulating air stream at 150°C for 24 hours 
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before mixing. 
The choice of this mixed packing was based on pre­
liminary studies in this laboratory to determine the most 
suitable packing for the quantitative separation of nitro-
paraffins and the oxygenated compounds expected in the 
product stream from the vapor phase butane nitrator used by 
Adams (1). 
Operating Conditions 
i 
Each series of the experimental work was designed and 
conducted as a randomized complete block experiment. In the 
CT series, blocking was done on flow rate levels and dif­
ferent constant temperature levels were used as the treat­
ments. In the LTP series, the blocks were again the flow 
rate levels. This time the treatments were different linear 
heating rates. In the RFTP series, the durations of the 
initial 40°C constant temperature period were used as treat­
ments arid the linear heating rate levels were used as blocks. 
A minimum of two replicates were made at random for each 
set of conditions within each flow rate group for the CT and 
LTP phases using a 4 |_tl sample of the test mixture for each 
run. Additional replicates were made at random over the entire 
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experiment. These additional runs showed that there was no 
change in column characteristics with time and that the 
experimental conditions and retention times of the nitro­
paraf fins were reproducible with an experimental error of no 
more than +0.8% over a six month period. The total number 
of CT and LTP runs were 73 and 78 respectively. The experi­
mental conditions are shown in Table 2 for the CT and LTP 
work and in Table 3 for the RFTP work. 
In all, a total of 106 runs were made in the RFTP 
series. A minimum of two replicates were made at each set 
of operating conditions shown in Table 3. In each case the 
average retention time for 1-NP corresponding to each set of 
experimental conditions is shown. 
Summary of Previous Results 
In the attempt to find system operating conditions 
suitable for use as a routine analytical method for the 
analysis of the nitroparaffins an Rjj > 0,6, corresponding 
to the resolution between adjacent peaks, was found by 
experiment to be a satisfactory column performance criterion. 
This was determined in the laboratory against seven widely 
differing known mixtures of the eight nitroparaffins. 
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Table 2. Retention times for 1-nitropropane and experimental conditions 
for determination of optimum operating conditions for maximum 
separation and resolution of nitr "paraffins 
Flow rate^^ F, ml./min. 
60 90 120 150 
Retention times, minutes^ 
Temp., °C. Constant temperature 
40 20.21 12.70 9.79 8.66 
50 15.53 8.68 6.65 5.59 
60 8.06 6.38 4.40 4.02 
70 5.92 4.62 3.34 2.86 
80 4.39 3.22 2.54 2.31 
Heating rate Linear temperature 
° C./min. c programming 
2.9 11.82 9.73 7.41 7.03 
4.0 10.42 8.56 7.06 6.28 
5.6 9.18 7.46 6.14 5.88 
7.9 7.66 6.53 5.39 5.24 
11.0 6.85 6.00 4.99 5.05 
15.0 5.66 4.92 4.27 4.23 
3 Hydrogen flow rate measured at 28°C. 
Measured from injection point to appearance of peak maximum height 
C Starting temperature, t^ = 40°C. 
Table 3. Retention times for 1-nitropropane and experimental conditions for determination of opti­
mum operating conditions for maximum separation and resolution of nitroparaffins by ramp-
function temperature programming 
Duration of initial constant temperature3 period, min. 
2 4 6 8 10 12 15 
Retention times, min. 
Heating rate, 
°C/min. 
2.9 10.41 11.09 11.56 11.83 12.22 11.96 12.27 
4.0 9.31 9.91 11.38 11.92 11.74 12.08 11.76 
5.6 8.45 9.84 10.81 11.51 11.53 11.78 11.64 
7.9 7.98 9.30 10.41 11.32 11.74 12.11 12.20 
11.00 7.26 8.83 9.98 10.49 11.10 10.12 10.10 
15.0 6.05 7.46 8.50 9.26 9.52 9.56 9.11 
Measured from injection point to appearance of peak maximum height 
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^45' corresponding to the resolution of 2-M-2-NP from 
1-NP and , corresponding to the resolution of 2-NB from 
2-M-l-NP tested the experimental data most severely, R^ 
fell between 1.2 and 1.94 for the constant temperature data 
and between 0.8 and 1.72 for the LTP data. Since R^ is 
less than 0.8 for both sets of data, it was controlling as to 
the choice of operating method and conditions. For the CT 
series, the optimum value of Rgy, 0.80, was found at 50°C and 
a hydrogen flow rate of 90 ml./min. A sample chromatogram 
obtained at these conditions is shown as Figure 2. 
For the LTP series, a starting temperature of 40°C was 
found to be far enough above room temperature to allow rapid 
establishment of thermal equilibrium and yet low enough so 
that acceptable separations of both nitroparaffins and the 
CL to C4 oxygenated compounds were obtained. The optimum 
Rg7 for the LTP series was found to be 0.64. This cor­
responded to a hydrogen flow rate of 60 ml./min. and a linear 
heating rate of 2.9°C/min. A typical chromatogram obtained 
under these conditions is shown as Figure 3. The primary 
advantage in using LTP was the production of more symmetrical 
and evenly spaced peaks than those obtained by CT analysis. 
It was thought that a combination of CT and LTP opera-
NM 
2-NP 
NE 
ut 
o-(0 
2-NB -NB 
"o 
-NP 
2-M-2-NP 
Timo, min. 
Figure 3. Optimum LTP separation of the Ci to C4 nitroparaffins as 2.9°C/min. 
(starting from 40° at time zero) and 60 ml.Hg/min. 
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tion would result in improving the separations between the 
pair 2-M-2-NP and 1-NP and the pair 2-NB and 2-M-l-NP, The 
use of RFTP allowed part of the analysis to be made at 40°C 
where there was no overlapping of the lower molecular weight 
nitroparaffin peaks with the peaks of the oxygenated com­
pounds present in the nitrator product streams. The higher 
molecular weight nitroparaffins were initially retarded 
during the CT period of an RFTP run and were then speeded up 
i 
and greatly sharpened by the change in their partition coef­
ficients due to the higher temperature in the LTP portion of 
each run. The result was a chromatogram of evenly spaced 
sharp peaks as shown in Figure 4. The optimum operating 
conditions corresponded to a 10 min. period at 40°C fol­
lowed by LTP at ll°C/min. at a hydrogen.flow rate of 60 ml./ 
min. Under those conditions, the errors in accuracy and 
precision of the quantitative analysis were no more than 
+0.5% as determined from multiple replicate analysis of 
known, gravimetrically prepared nitroparaffin mixtures. At 
these optimum conditions, values of R45 and R^y were 1.80 
and 0.73 respectively. It was thus found that the use of 
the RFTP analysis technique increased the value of Rgy by 
almost 15%. The increase in analysis time was less than 
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Optimum RFTP separation of the Ci to C4 nitroparaffins at 60 ml.Hz/min. 
and 40°C for 10 min. followed by LTP at ll°C/min. 
4> 
ro 
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2 min. as compared with the optimum CT and LTP conditions. 
Although the use of RFTP provided an increase in the 
resolution of 2-NB from 2-M-l-NP, that operating technique 
was not used for routine analysis of the reaction products 
from the vapor-phase butane nitrator. There were two reasons 
for using the LTP mode of operation over the RFTP mode: no 
2-m-I-NP was ever produced and the identification of the 
peaks in LTP operation was so simple that the nitration runs 
could be used as an experiment for senior students in the 
Chemical Engineering Department. 
It was found that linear temperature programming of the 
Armeen SD-Apiezon N column at 2.9°C/min. starting from 40°C 
at a helium flow rate of 60 m./min. was effective in the 
separation of the to nitroparaffins ; the lower 
molecular weight aldehydes, alcohols, and ketones ; and water. 
A typical chromatogram of the nitroparaffins product so 
analyzed is shown as Figure 5. 
9 2-butanol 
10 NM 
12 2-NP 
13 2-M-2-NP 5 HCHO 
6 CH.OH 
15 2-NB 
16 l -NB 8 2-propanol 
20 
Time, minutes 
Figure 5. Typical chromatogram of the product from the vapor phase butane 
nitrator. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The primary purpose of the results reported here was to 
determine if the equation developed by Bethea and Adams (3) 
could be used to adequately express the effects of changes in 
heating rate, constant temperature level, flow rate, and 
duration of the initial CT period is an.RFTP run on H, the 
height equivalent to a theoretical plate for the nitroparaf-
fin system tested. The secondary purpose of the work reported 
here was to compare the correlations obtained by use of the 
Bethea-Adams equation with the Jones equation. A third 
reason for the experimental program was to attempt to resolve 
the question concerning the nature of the effects of the A 
term in the van Deemter equation. 
Before any correlations could be made, certain calcula­
tions and estimates were necessary. The diffusivities of the 
nitroparaffins were calculated from the relationship given 
by Wilke and Chang (26) 
„ 7.4 x 10"8m1<,2t (28) 
y  ( V ' ) 0 - 6  
Estimates of the molecular weights of Apizon N and Armeen SD 
were 2200 and 297 gm./gm.mole, respectively, as determined 
by the manufacturers. As the Apiezen N and Armeen SD were 
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present in the packing in a weight ratio of 1 to 2, the 
molecular weight M of the mixed partitioning agent was 
estimated as 931. 
The viscosity of the mixed substrate was determined 
experimentally with a Brookfield torsional viscometer over a 
wide temperature range. The experimentally determined rela­
tionship was 
log T = log 426 - 0.0535 log i_i (29) 
The values of the molar volumes, V*, of the nitroparaf-
fins were supplied by Commercial Solvents Corp. and are 
shown on Table 4. Also shown in Table 4 are the Antoine 
constants for the relationship between specific gravity and 
temperature for the nitroparaffins. 
The values of K, the partition coefficient, were deter­
mined (8) from Equations 30 and 22. 
_ 
9iF '  vc (30) 
K 
" V. S 
and was found to be 
k = 0.89978 GjF - 19.606216 (31) 
The values of Xg and X^ were determined from porosity 
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measurements made on the untreated solid support and the 
finished column packing were 0.6512 and 0.1471, respectively. 
Values of H were calculated from the chromatograms ob­
tained in the experimental portion of this work and were 
fitted by multiple linear regression as outlined by Ostle 
(23, Chapters 8 and 9) to the following model 
h = pq + 3i^i + $2^2 + p3x3 (32) 
where 
i 
Xx = T3/ ,2/F (33a) 
X2 = F/(l + k)2T3/2 (33b) 
i 
X3 = kF/(l + k)2Dp (33c) 
2 2 
and pQ, and p3 correspond to A, B', (C'dp + E'dh), 
2 
and G'd in Equation 27. The p^ values were calculated using 
dp = 0.0252 cm. , corresponding to the average uncoated 
particle diameter; d^ = 2xl0~^cm. as estimated from the pore 
size and distribution data presented by Baker _et al. (2); 
and d| = 7.82 x 10 ^ cm. as determined from the weight of the 
substrate per gm. of solid support and the surface area of 
the solid support. The area of the solid support used in 
2 this study was determined as 4.18 m./gm. as determined by 
Table 4. Molar volumes and Antoine3 constants for the mono-nitroparaffins 
Compound Molar volume 
cm.^/gm.mole 
A B, 1/°C 
NM 59.1366 1.1658 0.00138 
NE 80.2086 1.0751 0.00122 
2-NP 101.5756 1.0106 0.00111 
2-M-2-NP 122.1565 0.9819 0.00106 
1-NP 101.2075 1.0233 0.00109 
2-NB 122.3312 0.9854 0.00100 
2-M-1-NP 122.9299 0.9835 0.00100 
l-NB 122.9037 0.9932 0.00099 
aThe specific gravity at t°c relative to water at 4°C, is given by d^ = A + Bt 
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the Johns Manville Corp. by the Brunnaeur-Emmett-Teller 
nitrogen absorption method. 
The regression coefficients tabulated in the Appendix 
in Table 12 from fitting the CT and the LTP data together to 
the model given by Equation 32. In Tables 13 and 14 are the 
regression coefficients obtained by fitting, respectively, 
the CT and LTP data separately to the model of Equation 32. 
The RFTP data was fit to Equation 32 by rewriting 
Equation 25 as 
T = t0 + Rh ôi = 273 (34) 
where 
0^ = 0 for 0^ < 0^ (35a) 
ôi = ©i - 0^ for 0^ > 0^ (35b) 
and 0^ is the duration of the initial 40°C period of an 
RFTP run. This in effect allowed only the LTP portion of an 
RFTP run to be fitted to Equation 32 as a check on the fit 
of the original LTP data. The regression coefficients 
resulting from this process are shown in Table 15. 
Values of the multiple correlation coefficient, R, as 
determined by the Iowa State University Department of 
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Statistics Computation Center, representing the ability of an 
assumed regression model to fit or account for variations 
in the original data, are tabulated on Table 5. As seen on 
Table 5, the NM data are not very well accounted for by 
Equation 32 under any method of operation. The NE data 
were poorly fit for the constant temperature work, and the 
l-NB data were even less well fit for the CT and CT + LTP 
work. With these exceptions, the value of R for any nitro­
paraf fin is between 0.79 and 0.98 for all correlations. It 
is noted that the use of the RFTP data to check the original 
LTP data gives values of R somewhat higher for the RFTP than 
the LTP data with the exceptions of NM and l-NB. 
These data were also fit to Equation 32 without the 3q 
term. The gvalues for these correlations are shown in 
Tables 16 to 19. 
In some cases, (5, 9) the £q term is present in experi­
mental curve fits ; sometimes it is not. As the R values for 
NM were quite small for the direct fit of Equation 32, and 
since NM invariably appeared as a skewed (tailing) peak, it 
is thought that Kieselbach's (20) suggestion that the cause 
of the Pq term is either due to component remixing in the dead 
volume of the column and sample side of the detector or to 
channeling or wall effects in the packing is correct. In 
either case, the peak asymmetry would increase with decreas-
Table 5. Values of R from the fitting of Equation 32 
Compound LTP + CT CT LTP RFTP 
NM 0.66842740 0.44680207 0.73282572 0.27678174 
NE 0.81125771 0.47988884 0.86306467 0.86553656 
2-NP 0.82497756 0.82885581 0.87624539 0.93444820 
2-M-2-NP 0.84644933 0.79114215 0.85824353 0.91005727 
1-NP 0.82755346 0.87071435 0.87205706 0.89781799 
2-NB 0.84903690 0.91654214 0.87817329 0.90527546 
2-M-l-NP 0.84062449 0.84874109 0.87663423 0.92334125 
l-NB 0.15683948 0.14278754 0.98624950 0.80736793 
Table 6. Analysis of variance for Equation 32 for 2-NB in the CT series 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
Fitting all terms 
Error 
3 
54 
0.16155412 
0.030760867 
Total 
Omitting 3Q 
Error 
57 
3 
55 
0.19231499 
2.5100238 
0.030782110 
0.053851368 
0.00056964564 
0.83667455 
0.0005596747 0.037 
Total 58 2.5408059 
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ing flow rate. These data were also fit to Equation 32 with­
out the 3q term by fitting the uncorrected sums of squares 
rather than the corrected sums of squares. Under these con­
ditions, the multiple correlation coefficient cannot be 
exactly calculated. Instead, an F-test (reference 23, chap­
ters 8 and 9) was made from the data in the analysis of 
variance presented in Table 6 as shown below. 
/Error sum of squares without pg -
^Error sum of squares with Pq )' 
Expected mean square with PQ 
The results shown in Table 6 are for 2-NB in the CT 
series and are representative of the results obtained in this 
investigation. The calculated value of F^ is not signifi­
cant. This means that the Pq term may be omitted from the 
regression model without any significant decrease in accuracy. 
Since this experimental work was done, Jones (17) has 
also modified van Deemter's original equation to include 
terms for the resistance to mass transfer through the stag­
nant gas in and surrounding each particle (P3W3), the effects 
of velocity gradients in the column (P4W4), and effect of a 
postulated interaction (P5W5), between the P3W3 and P4W4 
terms. Jones Equation 25 is given below in model form as: 
Y = + ^iwi + ^2W2 + ^3W3 + ^4W4 + ^5W5 (36) 
where 
Pg = A (37a) 
Pi = B (37b) 
5 3  
Pg = cidj^ (37c) 
P3 = Cgdg (37d) 
p ,  = c d2 (37e) 
4 3 p 
e5 = 2p (c2c3)1/2dpdh (37f) 
PQ, P^W^, and p^W^ correspond to the A, B, and C terms of the 
original van Deemter equation. 
Using Equation 26 and making the change from linear to 
volumetric flow rates the can be written as: 
W1 = T3/2/F (38a) 
W2 = kF (38b) 
(1 + k)2^ 
W, = k2F (38c) 
( i  + k )V / 2  
Wa = F (38d) 
4 
Wc = kF (38e) 
(1 + k)T3/2 
The experimental data obtained in this study were also 
correlated by multiple linear regression using Equation 36 
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as the model. When all six terms of the Jones equation 
were used for the correlation, the results are as shown in 
Table 20. The code numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, in Table 20 indicate 
the multiple regression analysis of the CT + LTP, CT, LTP, 
and RFTP data. The corresponding values of R are shown in 
Table 7. The absence of a regression equation for any com­
pound under any one of these four methods of analysis indi­
cates that some of the Wj_ terms were so closely correlated 
that the correlation matrix became singular and thus could 
not be inverted. 
Following the suggestions of Jones (17), Giddings and 
Robison :(14) and van Deemter _et al. (9) that the term cor­
responding to 33W3 is not greatly significant with respect to 
the other terms in Equation 36 the experimental data were 
fitted to Equation 36 without the P3W3 term. The regression 
coefficients are shown in Table 8. Although the values in 
Table 8 corresponding to those in Table 7 differ by less 
than 1 percent, the omission of the P3W3 term allows the 
inversion of the S matrix. This means that if the 33W3 is 
omitted, the data can be significantly correlated and 
Giddings earlier suggestion (11) of a trivial P3W3 for packed 
columns is verified for this data. This in turn leads to the 
Table 7. Values of R for the fit of Equation 36 
Compound LTP + CT CT LTP RFTP 
NM 
NE 
2-NP 
2-M-2-NP 
1-NP 
2-NB 
2-M-1-NP 
l-NB 
0.81588971 
0.84132211 
0.84871020 
0.43975976 
0.51420492 
0.80023835 
0.86744177 
0.87279937 
0.93795465 
0.93273152 
0.90219875 
0.94403234 l_n In 
Table 8. Values of R for the fitting of Equation 36 without 
Compound LTP + CT CT LTP RFTP 
NM 0.65959837 0.43988938 0.73124851 0.28032044 
NE 0.81733209 0.51245387 0.86438251 0.86689553 
2-NP 0.84054698 0.83845427 . 0.87736759 0.93784971 
2-M-2-NP 0.83821981 0.79777269 0.86541003 0.93242303 
1-NP 0.84890948 0.35144867 0.87974733 0.90188418 
2-NB 0.84134451 0.85893614 0.89173630 0.91545262 
2-M-l-NP 0.85741741 0.81437049 0.88812136 0.94372739 
l-NB 0.18208811 0.17047797 0.98655336 0.85765922 
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conclusion that the eddy diffusion concept in gas chromato­
graphy theory is incorrect. 
Further evidence is found in the analysis of variance 
for Equation 36. Representative data are shown for 2-NB in 
the CT series. To test whether or not a given 3 j_Wj_ term is 
significant, that term is omitted from the regression model 
and the data are fitted to the reduced model. The signifi­
cance of the pj_Wj_ term is then tested by an F-test as shown 
below. 
F^l = ^2 jR2 for full model - R2 for reduced model! 
^2 !]]_ L 1 - r2 for full model J 
The calculated values of F were compared with F^ (0.05). If 
the calculated value of F was less than the tabular value of 
F for the corresponding degrees of freedom, then the associ­
ated 3^Wj_ term does not contribute significantly to the re­
gression model and may be deleted. From the analysis of 
variance for Equation 36 presented in Table 9, p^Wg is 
clearly insignificant. 
A further analysis of the experimental data was made 
using Equation 36 without the p^Wg and 35W5 terms (omitting 
the contributions of stagnant gaseous diffusional resistance 
and the interaction terms, respectively). The resulting 
regression coefficients are shown in Tables 29 to 32 with 
the corresponding R values shown in Table 10. On comparing 
the R values in Table 10 with those in Table 8, it is evident 
Table 9. Analysis of variance for Equation 36 for 2-NB in the CT series 
Source of 
Variation 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
Sum of 
Squares 
Mean 
Square F R
2 
Fitting all terms 
Error 
5 
52 
0.14470843 
0.047606555 
0.02894168 
0.00091551062 
0.75245523 
Total 57 0.19231499 
Omitting 
Error ft
W3 4 53 
0.14188449 
0.050430500 
0.03547118 
0.00095151882 0.074 
0.73777130 
Total 57 0.19231499 
Omitting 
Error fA and 
3 
54 
0.099880790 
0.092434200 
0.033293596 
0.0017117444 1.110 
0.51936039 
Total 57 0.19231499 
Omitting 
Error 
fA and 3 
54 
0.10020547 
0.092109520 -
0.033401818 
0.0017057318 1.102 
0.52104862 
Total 57 0.19231499 
Omitting 
Error 
/V ft'V and f »*«* . . 2.4474160 0.093389900 
0.81580528 
0.0016981800 0.558 
Total 58 2.5418059 
Table 10. Values of R for the fitting of Equation 36 without û ^ 3 anc^  Ç* 5^5 
Compound LTP + CT CT LTP RFTP 
NM 0.21004036 0.40536616 0.72390802 0.27987972 
NE ' 0.76292934 0.46662840 0.84327797 0.86518022 
2-NP 0.83628454 0.72888997 0.83965514 0.93472936 
2-M-2-NP 0.68969111 0.62849884 0.85957593 0.92902882 
1-NP 0.80561465 0.34192771 0.84989245 0.90148073 
2-NB 0:59566321 0.72183697 0.89137464 0.91538330 
2-M-l-NP 0.58424964 0.59745059 0.87869004 0.94369915 
l-NB 0.12037517 0.14207388 0.98619419 0.81513681 
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that the contribution of the P5W5 term can probably be safely 
ignored as the R values in Table 10 are only a few hundredths 
lower than the corresponding R values in Table 8. Further 
evidence for this was found by fitting Equation 36 without 
the P3W3 and P4W4 terms. The regression coefficients are 
shown in Tables 33 to 36. The corresponding values of R 
are shown in Table 11. By comparing the R values of Table 
10 where Equation 36 was fitted without the 33W3 and the 
P5W5 terms with the R values of Table 11 where Equation 36 
was fitted without the P3W3 and the 34W4 terms, it is seen 
that corresponding R values are almost identical. This would 
seem to bear out the suggestion of Giddings and Robison (14) 
that neither these terms, P4W4 and 35W5, are of major sig­
nificance in the explanation of the chromatographic mechanism. 
When the data of Tables 8, 10, and 11 are examined entry 
by entry, it is seen that the values of R change very little 
whether the P4W4 and P5W5 terms are omitted or not. This is 
further evidence that the concept of eddy gas phase diffusion 
term proposed by van Deemter et al. (9) is in error as sug­
gested by Giddings (12, 13). This also strengthens the con­
clusion that the primary resistances to mass transfer is the 
gas chromatographic process are molecular diffusion in the 
gas phase and the diffusion of the solutes in the liquid 
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phase. 
The non-significance of the P4W4 and P5W5 terms is also 
demonstrated by their corresponding F-tests as shown in Table 
9. 
The significance of Pq in Jones' equation can be tested 
by comparing the error sum of squares resulting from fitting 
Equation 36 without Pq, P3W3', and P4W4 to that resulting from 
fitting Equation 36 without P3W3 and P4W4. As seen in Table 
9, the resulting F-test shows that Pq is not significant. 
Table 11. Values of R for the fitting of Equation 36 without the |3 ^ W^and terms 
Compound LTP + CT CT LTP ... RFTP 
NM 0.21484721 0.40468942 0.72386921 0.27892478 
NE 0.76377235 0.46680279 0.84322380 0.86517798 
2-NP 0.83647269 0.72809024 0.83965581 0.93455712 
2-M-2-NP 0.69039409 0.62630440 0.85963930 0.92832493 
1-NP 0.80616630 0.34185044 0.84987783 0.90160489 
2-NB 0.59642018 0.72066662 0.89136080 0.91529018 
2-M- 1-NP 0.58489681 0.59604672 0.87861388 0.94360122 
l-NB 0.12055353 0.14213089 0.98619595 0.81058145 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
On the basis of the different R values resulting from 
this work when the experimental data were fit to the equa­
tions derived by Bethea and Adams (3) and Jones (17), it is 
concluded that for those data, the A term in van Deemter1 s 
equation has no physical significance and that either equa­
tion is equally as good for the explanation of these data. 
It is also concluded that Jones' addition of a correction 
term to account for differences in gas phase residence times 
is not significant. 
Observed values of HETP ranged from 0.1 to 0.35 cm. for 
the CT series, from 0.04 to 0.27 cm. for the LTP series, and 
from 0.09 to 0.33 cm. for the RFTP series. When the values 
of HETP are plotted against carrier gas flow rate, F, it is 
seen that the curves show minimum values at a hydrogen flow 
rate between 90 and 120 ml./min. Representative data are 
shown in Figure 6 for 2-NB in the CT series where levels of 
constant temperature operation have been used as the para­
meter. Also shown are curves corresponding to fitting 
Equation 32 without Pq (solid line) and Equation 36 without 
the {3q and P3W3 terms (dotted line). These curves represent 
the values calculated for HETP when the (3^ values shown in 
6 3  
Tables 17 and 26 were used. These models represent the best 
fits obtained by the regression programs as measured by the 
multiple correlation coefficient. Comparing the experimental 
data to the HETP values calculated from the equations obtained 
by fitting these simplified equations of these equations pre­
sents the significant aspects of this investigation in an 
easily comparable form. It is obvious that both of these 
models are equally effective in correlating the experimental 
data. 
Temperature Effects 
Values for HETP are greatly influenced by temperature. 
As seen in Figure 6, HETP values at any flow rate remain 
approximately the same as the temperature is raised from 40 
to 50°C but then almost double as the temperature is in­
creased to 80°C. This can be partly explained by considering 
HETP as defined by Equation 27. At any flow rate, as the 
temperature is increased in discrete steps, term 2 of Equa­
tion 27 increases and terms 3, 4, and 5 decrease. This 
would be expected as molecular diffusion in the liquid phase 
is directly proportional to the absolute temperature and 
inversely proportional to the viscosity whereas the molecular 
diffusion in the gas phase is directly proportional to T3^2. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of experimental with predicted values 
of HETP for the CT series for 2-NB 
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The change in dp due to thermal expansion of the substrate 
should be minor. The same may be said of d^ and J? „ The 
particle diameter, d^, will be even less affected by thermal 
expansion. 
If diffusion in the liquid phase were the controlling 
2 factor in the chromatographic process, then 0^ would increase 
with increasing temperature as T/e . As it is well known 
that 0^ decreases with increasing temperature and if the 
first term of Equation 27 does not change with temperature 
or flow rate, the rate controlling step in this case must 
not be diffusion in the liquid phase. As temperature in-
3 / 2  
creases, term 2 of Equation 27 increases as T and terms 
3 / 2  3 and 4 decrease as T . So the net effect of a temperature 
increase is to increase term 2 while all other terms remain 
constant or decrease. This clearly indicates the importance 
of molecular diffusion in the chromatographic separation 
process. , 
Changes in the right hand side of Equation 27 cannot be 
said to influence only 0^ as this equation shows the physical 
2 
effects on (w^/0^) . It has been observed in the course of 
this investigation that increases in T cause a decrease in 
Wj_ but the percentage change in w^ is not as great as that 
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in 8jy This was especially noticeable for components eluted 
after 1-NP„ Golay's work (16) on early peaks, primarily air 
(whose retention times are practically unaffected by most 
substrates) related changes in HETP to changes in Wj_. His 
work was considered as evidence for modification of the van 
Deemter equation to account for diffusional effects in the 
bulk gas stream. 
The dependence of 6^ on absolute temperature at constant 
flow rates has been adequately demonstrated (8, 22). These 
data may be generally represented as: 
c2/T 
6. = fif (39) 
1 F 
Equation 39 independently permits the prediction of 
changes in 0^ caused by temperature changes in constant flow 
work. The combined use of Equations 27 and 39 may make it 
possible in the future to predict separately the effect of 
temperature on solute band width, w^. This presupposes 
exact knowledge of the dependence of k on temperature. Un­
fortunately, such data are at present available for only 
three or four chromatographic systems. 
Values of k, the partition ratio, for this work ranged 
for 293.4 at 80°C and 60 ml. H^/min. to 1602.4 at 40°C and 
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150 ml. H^/min. and decreased with increasing temperatures as 
the flow rate was held constant. The changes in k with 
temperature as a constant flow rate provide an additional 
decrease in the denominators of terms 3, 4, and 5 of Equa­
tion 27, thus decreasing 0^ if any of these terms were the 
rate-controlling step. As k also appears in the numerator 
of term 5, the effect of liquid phase diffusion on 0^ would 
be expected to decrease with increasing temperature. This is 
a logical assumption since it is well known that the rate of 
solute diffusion in Newtonian liquids increases with tempera­
ture, i.e. the kinetic energy of both the substrate and 
solute molecules increases (reference 25, pp. 21-24). 
Flow Rate Effects 
For a constant mass of solute added, the primary effect 
of a flow rate increase at a constant temperature is a 
decrease in retention time. An increase in flow rate will 
decrease the mass transfer rate in the bulk gas phase because 
of the impeding effect of an increased number of carrier gas 
molecules in the bulk gas phase, i.e., the solute concentra­
tion in the bulk gas phase becomes more dilute with a cor­
responding decrease in concentration gradient from the gas 
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phase to the liquid phase. As F increases at a constant value 
of the terms where the influence of temperature predom­
inates should increase in proportion to the length of time 
that a particular component is exposed to the higher tempera­
tures. The temperature effects in terms 2, 3, 4, and 5 of 
Equation 27 oppose the flow rate effect to some extent. As 
temperature appears as T^^ in terms 2, 3, and 4 and as 
T  1 / 9  
e /T '  in term 5, and F appears in all four terms only as 
the first power, the effect of temperature increases by 
linear programming should gradually become more apparent as 
F/Rft increases. Flow rate has little effect on k. A flow 
rate increase has the effect of decreasing term 2 of Equa­
tion 27 with a corresponding increase in 9^ and a decrease 
in w^ if molecular diffusion in the bulk gas stream is the 
rate-controlling process. This does not happen. A flow rate 
increase will directly increase terms 3, 4, and 5 with a 
corresponding decrease in 9^ which is known to occur. The 
controlling rate process then is a combination of one or 
more of terms 3, 4, and 5 of Equation 27, i.e., the rate of 
mass transfer. 
At this point the reader may raise the question: Why 
not disregard term 4 of Equation 27 and include in term 3 
6 9  
the resistance to mass transfer in the stagnant gas-filled 
pores? This simplification would be possible if only a 
single standard support were universally used. Baker _et al. 
(2) have demonstrated that both the number and the pore size 
distribution change with type of support material. Zlatkis, 
Ling, and Kaufman (27) have shown that chemical pretreatment 
has an effect on the retention time at least partially due to 
structural changes in the support. These changes are re­
flected in dft which appears in term 4. Experiments in this 
laboratory, which were identical except for chemical pre­
treatment of the brick, have shown differences in both 
and w^ (and thus, H) which are most easily explained by 
inclusion of a term such as term 4. 
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APPENDIX 
I 
I 
Table 12. Regresson coefficients from fitting LTP + CT data to Equation 32 
Compound Coefficients 
p0a o2) ^do4) 2^(io™4) ^3 (108) 
NM 4.444308 5.726497 6.853421 2.6327028 
NE 6.818372 1.096863 7.2775848 7.016418 
2-NP 5.78631 2.088809 4.890463 12.148285 
2-M-2-NP 0.111599 3.059022 28.382413 0.110169726 
1-NP 38.7704 3.062711 18.997769 0.12586931 
-6.120201 7.799626 157.17741 0.29752865 
2-M-1-NP -4.467527 4.893673 116.42002 0.21380978 
1-NB -2.430241 -12.19713 735.37819 0.98544825 
Table 13. Regression coefficients from fitting CT data to Equation 32 
Compound Coefficients 
-
X>
 
o
 o
 N5
 
io4) fi 2(io"4) 3 (1°8) 
NM 18.840216 0.4529062 3.1131077 -0.71788524 
NE 20.14645 -3.1353477 -1.5320212 0.45878374 
2-NP 20.723033 -1.468639 -11.6764 0.14177825 
2-M-2-NP 5.828056 4.3225995 1.6705089 2.9963601 
1-NP 7.917466 3.1337102 3.331396 2.5486421 
2-NB 0.673914 13.364982 134.84438 9.5808024 
2-M-l-NP -3.9319320 10.774274 111 .336066 0.111762691 
1-NB 0.014407106 -109.28736 307.1789 -196.28 
Table 14. Regression coefficients from fitting LTP data to Equation 32 
Compound Coefficients 
NM 
NE 
2-NP 
2-M-2-NF 
1-NP 
2-NB 
2-M-1-NP 
1-NB 
/V10 > 
6.80973 
11.579678 
11.572386 
4.426526 
4.43461 
1.892611 
0.392514. 
1.159122 
,(10 ) 
2.107126 
-3.3166306 
-3.31194 
-O.840491 
-0.624879 
1.533205 
1.18163 
0.3087454 
/}2(10"4) 
2.6524257 
-13.720144 
-32.58913 
-10 .7 92.96 
-22.120582 
22.230335 
26.57855 
-5.217097 
/£3(io8) 
3.3797932 
7.4654334 
12.703878 
lO.934006 
11.989731 
25.778222 
18.69793 
33.396306 
Table 15. Regression coefficients from fitting RFTP data to Equation 32 
Compound Coefficient 
/V1"2' ^(lO3) /î>2(io"4) /J>3(108) 
NM -6.71855 2.039391 -2.999976 2.0267807 
NE 84.615007 -7.1800395 4.7837841. 0.26968153 
2-NP 89.295722 -7.6343297 19.231872 0.44536785 
2-M-2-NP 32.421082 -2.6129454 -2.05771 2.0064146 
1-NP 15.686721 -0.9782327 -36.03093 6.5606357 
2-NB 25.29013 -1.979123 23.7282 12.170274 
2-M-l-NP 10.586679 -7.713533 7.388525 8.3014252 
1-NB 16.875166 -1.3026438 4.8338807 -9.5854141 
Table 16. Regression coefficients from fitting LTP + CT data to Equation 32 without the p ^ term 
Compound Coefficients 
^(lo^) /32(io7) /*3(io7) 
NM 93.806050 0.07501739 34.978613 
NE 71.034050 0.09775428 94.739328 
2-NP 72.382430 0.08704260 148.24892 
2-M-2-NP 31.578200 0.28505290 102.32730 
1-NP 34.072600 0.19513350 128.44865 
2-NB 25.237690 1.4071182 241.91310 
2-M-l-NP 10.445010 1.0325414 169.01153 
1-NB -141.74106 7.2037501 . 945.36059 
Table 17. Regression coefficients from fitting CT data to Equation 32 without the pQ term 
Compound Coefficients 
^ao5) /&2(io7) ft3ao7) 
NM 128.00954 0.068380347 26.628629 
NE 102.06410 0.082936934 78.626891 
2-NP 124.09067 0.046184980 117.09960 
2-M-2-NP 82.361630 0.23608074 66.688002 
1-NP 84.609560 0.14298493 85.932850 
2-NB 138.21349 1.3646255 102.99144 
2-M-l-NP 80.927900 1.0327006 71.237358 
1-NB 107.34929 _ 9.8442190 780.32587 
Table 18. Regression coefficients from fitting Equation 32 without the term 
Compound Coefficients 
/^do5) /32(io7) /33(io7) 
NM 76.605415 _0.05636537 47.210911 
NE 58.635000 0.04917370 125.77850 
2-NP 55.637140 0.00237850 198.55062 
2-M-2-NP 24.571460 0.07512910 146.24778 
1-NP 27.243864 0.01475080 166.77236 
2-NB 29.393522 0.35116590 287.15004 
2-M-l-NP 14.761532 0.29360690 193.88163 
1-NB 11.952613 0.05487775 367.00147 
Table 19. Regression coefficients from fitting Equation 32 without the ^3^ term 
Compound Coefficients 
^(io5) p2(io7) (107) 
NM 135.37128 -0.02339229 18.150003 
NE 131.32548 -0.36708575 64.951214 
2-NP 132.22622 -0.77907800 112.12633 
2-M-2-NP 64.064024 -0.64684183 72.904461 
1-NP 58.437332 -0.76926232 96.972159 
2-NB 46.030190 -0.79791660 203.65075 
2-M-1-NP 23.390970 -0.39508890 124.28432 
1-NB 13.153853 -0.29201251 205.13070 
Table 20. Regression ci efficients from fitting all data to Equation 3 6 
Compound Code Coefficients 
(b 0do5) /3L(io5) p>2(io7) 
NE 
2-M-2-NP 
1-NP 
2-NP 
2-M-2-NP 
1-NP 
2-M-l-NP 
NM 
NE 
2-NP 
2-NB 
2-M-2-NP 
1 18669.637 
1 8612.9299 
1 415535.357 
4 429580.90 
4 440376.27 
4 169303.92 
4 -182655.06 
2 15402.417 
2 16962.875 
2 275.84075 
2 9455.5758 
3 634.97319 
68.945856 
25.032698 
67.238172 
1579.6801 
1849.9007 
715.99406 
763.24618 
29.777436 
6.1180222 
82.519038 
208.68601 
25.659050 
0.73561462 
1.0944800 
1.3736305 
0.60916030 
0.59967939 
0.24191598 
0.09462422 
0.06022574 
0.12412532 
0.33530237 
1.0419527 
1.0081156 
A 3 
1684.3450 
876.05608 
65.965200 
7273.9900 
4195.3630 
3766.5461 
3479.7742 
156.07116 
388.94572 
564.36007 
1594.1371 
788.36320 
h 
1099.7558 
587.63031 
900.45136 
10779.950 
2779.1213 
283.78914 
972.55065 
17773.729 
6312.3930 10247.227 
3144.5397 6806.1099 
3695.7941 
326.32023 
7064.4466 
170.95868 
50.020050 435.91631 
379.94105 184.94200 
3007.8138 1413.9089 
5.0000100 790.56255 
Table 21. Regression coefficients from fitting LTP + CT data to Equation 36 without the p term 
Compound Coefficients 
/Vl°5) /^(îo5) P 4 
NM 8394.8040 29.516202 0.27500642 988.81236 -993.23045 
NE 18594.802 -68.652524 0.73469503 582.26013 -587.22335 
2-NP 22888.604 -92.432758 1.2741629 257.24946 -263.37406 
2-M-2-NP 8680.0320 -25.203735 1.0922562 1425.5379 -1430.1268 
1-NP 14528.432 -67.220621 1.3738680 838.76390 -844.90256 
2-NB 16899.425 -64.549458 3.4506659 5390.9399 -5403.6135 
2-M-1-NP 9291.7110 -37.661750 2.5483820 4207.0861 -4215.5689 
1-NB 78453.689 -612.54008 13.890395 20996.541 -21040.962 
Table 22. Regression coefficients from fitting CT data to Equation 3 6 without the j!> term 
Compound Coefficients 
/V1C,5) /^do5) p 2(io7) f  4 . P5 
NM 15408.488 29.699590 -0.05977644 481.10515 -481 .82081 
NE 16941.380 -6.1214089 -0.11596312 -324.27730 327 .23673 
2-NP 21369.285 -17.336929 -0.09847050 -1034.3018 1037 .0216 
2-M-2-NP 295.31259 82.562065 0.32057089 923.56483 " -922 .95285 
1-NP 8164.2285 30.184640 0.22967263 114.51923 -114 .59840 
2-NB -9451.3065 210.44032 0.75424100 5314.6493 -4313 .83 92 
2-M-l-NP -7668.3267 134.32163 0.9160580 4126.2417 -4129 .6482 
1-NB 255035.23 -1969.7160 17.111740 29932.807 -30040 .336 
Table 23. • Regression coefficients from fitting LTP data to Equation 36 without the 3 term 
Compound Coefficients 
/Vlo5) x (io
5) 
P gdo
7) P 4 
NM 5922.7914 27.199424 0 .33802102 248.35123 -248.63967 
NE 13217.597 -44.075515 0 .74877180 -819.09566 819.72574 
2-NP 10159.738 -25.686723 1 .2214211 -1486.6543 1488.8763 
2-M-2 -NP -931.12460 23.739503 0 .98478717 -344.76269 347.04735 
1-NP 4102.8075 -9.4048110 1 .2211838 -1025.0829 1025.8352 
2-NB -8041.8431 78.393753 2 .2052605 211.37064 -207.58621 
2-M-l -NP -6802.5523 55.711234 1 .5733776 689.74137 -687.44444 
1-NB 33.212098 7.7205189 3 .2746928 -145.50770 145.92857 
Table 24. Regression coefficients from fitting RFTP data to Equation 36 without the ^3^3 term 
Compound Coefficients 
/V1"5) /Vlo5> ^2(lo7) (>k /s 
NM 1822792.8 -9402.1203 0.22592536 -1382.3427 513.34675 
NE -207525.60 625.84450 -0.26416820 1512.8290 -1357.9222 
2-NP -427333.70 1571.5623 -0.59830410 3513.3900 -3234.6505 
2-M-2-NP -442657.36 1858.9170 -0.60679080 2192.3220 -1930.5159 
1-NP -167581.43 708.55887 0.24524021 -592.44180 696.48897 
2-NB -292070.53 1210.3174 0.29258956 513.03490 -334.05231 
2-M-l-NP -180109.74 752.45940 0.08927711 207.20325 -97.568389 
1-NB -130471.82 467.42103 -2.6151098 1661.3720 -1571.6527 
Table 25. Regression coefficients from fitting LTP + CT data to Equation 36 without the 
and terms 
Compound Coefficients 
/^do5) 
ft 4 1 /»5 
NM 88.846480 0.27980970 1021.0032 -1023.0514 
NE 59.683903 0.73619381 617.95920 -617.14286 
2-NP 62.837751 1.2657078 311.54753 -310.41475 
2-M-2-NP 36.694692 1.0567150 976.65430 -977.53388 
1-NP 37.361115 1.3359224 665.54428 -665.24528 
2-NB 
2-M-l-NP 33.001890 2.2919510 2462.0888 -2465.1722 
1-NB -59.956088 10.317560 9210.2035 -9215.3782 
Table 26. Regression coefficients from fitting CT data to Equation 36 without the and 
(^2^3 terms 
Compound Coefficient s 
NM 
NE 
2-NP 
2-M-2-NP 
1-NP 
2-NB 
2-M-1-NP 
1-NB 
Pi (103 
138.56776 
113.83010 
133.75362 
87.360372 
88.147469 
141.58949 
81.249570 
140.16825 
^do?) 
-0.06689938 
-0.14330951 
•0.13587210 
0.089043320 
0.18260913 
1.1068320 
1.7121090 
9.2579400 
y» 
494.08245 
-317.48434 
-1008.9116 
643.88321 
102.01155 
4606.1575 
3892.6279 
26377.155 
-489.92248 
325.93407 
1018.4745 
-641.72414 
-99.347826 
-4609.5238 
-3897.7251 
-26391.044 
Table 27. Regression coefficients from fitting LTP data to Equation 36 without the ^ and 
^>^3 terms 
Compound Coefficients 
KM 
NE 
2-NP 
2-M-2-NP 
1-NP 
2-NB 
2-M-l-NB 
1-NB 
^(lCT) 
69.090838 
41.868117 
47.550439 
20.556371 
30.870420 
16.667840 
. 9.3437430 
/V10 > 
0.33781652 
0.68789661 
1.1809291 
1.0104688 
2.4359401 
1.7897926 
3.2617251 
297.96573 
495.45505 
-2218.9785 
-660.22648 
45.988536 
432.10660 
-99.130889 
-296.66666 
-499.73684 
2225.9090 
662.63158 
-45.000000 
-432.08333 
99.642857 
Table 28. Regression coefficients from fitting RFTP data to Equation 36 without the jj ^  and 
terms 
Compound Coefficients 
NM 
NE 
2-NP 
2-M-2-NP 
1-NP 
2-NB 
2-M-l-NP 
1-NB 
Pi (10=) 
21 .182667 
-117.56479 
-40.905146 
0.10583543 
0.14166908 
-0.40980171 
25.155070 
-3.1414700 
350.09310 
? 
-14.231977 
21.367144 
-342.53659 
Table 29. Regression coefficients from fitting LTP + CT data to Equation 36 without the ^ ^3 and 
^W^terms 
Compound Coefficients 
(J0a°5) /3 2 C107) 
NM 21858.661 -45.756450 0.14004415 -2.3319497 
NE 42222.7542 -86.411920 0.70700459 -4.3484352 
2-NP 23904.464 -96.801080 1.2627433 -5.8421954 
2-M-2-NP 12246.196 -37.550020 1.0126839 -3.0031660 
1-NP 17081.109 -71.132520 1.3238751 -5.2292706 
2-NB 21234.204 -59.707820 2.8661138 -6.8205744 
2-M-1-NP 11028.128 -29.546780 2.0381295 -3.9964230 
1-NB 79882.370 -517.62430 8.8896108 -24.078672 
1 
Table 30. Regression coefficients from fitting CT data to Equation 36 without the and 
p ,_W<_ terms 
Compound Coefficient 
J3qW5> /^(IQ3) 2^('°7) /> 4 
NM 17450.396 28.109100 -0.30557656 4.5064289 
NE 16377.382 -7.6613850 0.11536478 0.57520676 
2-NP 20512.187 -23.826610 0.70929261 -3.5154181 
2-M-2-NP 718.02500 88.452350 -0.43568375 5.2387013 
1-NP 8195.2847 30.998747 0.12285191 0.45757453 
2-NB -9873.2000 241.26270 -3.6132580 16.75H19 
2-M-l-NP -7982.1800 161.99440 _ -2.5837027 11.278289 
1-NB 251145.01 -1808.3395 -23.050983 -27.219844 
/Vs ' erms 
Table 31. Regression coefficients from fitting LTP data to Equation 36 without the ^ QWq and 3 3 
Compound Coefficient 
NM 
NE 
2-NP 
2-M-2-NP 
1-NP 
2-NB 
2-M-l-NP 
1-NB 
Aod° > 
6246.4954 
12893.641 
9316.5878 
-1110.0370 
4334.6621 
-7867.5330 
-6221.5930 
198.07150 
h (10 ) 
27.524147 
-50.007050 
-33.961897 
22.235400 
-13.399413 
78.904830 
57.312980 
7.5649590 
2^( 10 ) 
0.33788295 
0.71636886 
1.1419166 
0.96630100 
1.1617284 
2.2106847 
1.5828643 
3.2865933 
Aa. 
0.66071000 
-1 .0481682 
-0.00379508 
1.8769826 
-0.25273809 
3.9337826 
2.7549161 
0.35670109 
Table 32. Regression coefficients from fitting RFTP data to Equation 36 without the j2> and 
p Ç.W,. terms 
Compound Coefficient 
/—N 
; 
in 
| 
o
 o
 
^(10^) /tgdc/) J»* 
NM 1360418.8 -7138.4870 0.11277102 -634.96466 
NE 67152.197 -592.52951 0.03447813 5.0452557 
2-NP -109044.09 256.74156 0.09788972 96.97025 
2-M-2-NP -335923.00 1448.0434 -0.21573580 198.55988 
1-NP -191590.80 793.21780 0.10961670 118.85512 
2-NB -291915.20 1217.7567 0.34195690 178.37971 
2-M-l-NP -179662.00 752.62790 0.12561600 109.24549 
1-NB -123374.24 471.83895 -1.3698422 82.171497 
Table 33. Regression coefficients from fitting LTP + CT data to Equation 36 without the (i and 
/V4 terms 
Compound Coefficients 
/Vlo5> /Mlo5> / » 5  
NM 23404.789 -56.628170 0.14279975 -2.8586266 
NE 22551.976 -88.661460 0.70804839 -4.4706868 
2-NP 23972.147 -97 .304410 1 .2632944 -5.8791600 
2-M-2-NP 12547.344 -39.545940 1.0142472 -3.1130489 
1-NP 17214.755 -72.037720 1.3250074 -5.2848884 
2-NB 21688.826 -62 .626780 2.8711784 -6.9926322 
2-M-l-NP 12211.129 -31.353350 2.0416501 -4.034446 
1-NB 80698.190 -522.72080 8.9123574 -24.406799 
Table 34. Regression coefficients from fitting CT data to Equation 36 without, the and 
,-W,. terms 
Compound Coefficient 
o
 
O
 
! ft 2 
( i o 7 )  f 5 
NM 17760.318 26.071050 - 0 .  30721904 4 ,  4537703 
NE 16296.258 -7.0845170 0 .  11450636 0 ,  .60882189 
2-NP 20353.639 
1  
-22.765920 0 .  71082982  -3 . 4808264  
2-M-2 -NP 813.55900 87.837600 - 0 .  43904641 5 .2315366 
1-NP 8206.2088 30.926759 0 .  12256890 0 ,  .45578738 
2-NB -9631.5300 239.68760 -3. 6253718 16 .723908 
2-M-l -NP -7774.3200 160.61080 -2. 5912018 11 .241277 
1-NB 252058.68 -1814.8597 -22 . 973557 - 27  .640739 
I 
Table 35. Regression coefficients from fitting LTP data to Equation 36 without the ^  and 
jjj ^W<_ terms 
Compound Coefficients 
/30a°5) f 5 
NM 6307.6169 27.1~06390 0.33806826 0.64289216 
NE 12824.408 -49.563910 0.71574536 -1.0259975 
2-NP 9226.7302 -33.390620 1.1407190 0.0281059 
2-M-2-NP -1191.5320 22.385030 0.96596790 1.8875*85 
1-NP 4301.2082 -13.196722 1.1609206 -0.24057632 
2-NB -7860.6330 78.893260 2.2109217 3.9352375 
2-M-l-NP -6206.9970 57.247310 1.5834093 2.7520269 
1-NB 95.51290 7.5816350 3.2863631 0.35800594 
Table 36. Regression coefficients from fitting RFTP data to Equation 36 without the f ^ 3 and 
/\W4 termS 
Compound Coefficients 
P 0(105) ^ L (105) /?2(107) f>5 
' MM 811464.90 -4369.1760 0.03192849 -364.10178 
NE 82684.987 -670.04489 0.03693898 -2.7421302 
2-NP -85065.080 147.36815 0.12522051 84.036236 
2-M 2-NP -318202.90 1373.9678 -0.16957950 188.45830 
1-NP -189557.80 788.13820 0.12919590 117.46384 
2-NB -290155.10 1214.3196 0.37339450 177.10627 
2-1-NP -178545.50 750.13350 0.14657910 108.45567 
1-NB -116491.14 445.34179 -1.2414244 77.803398 
